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tata play has also introduced several dth subscriptions
that include a netflix membership in addition the business
has unveiled various options with prices ranging from rs
849 per month to rs 1 249 per month and above it s
crucial to remember that tata play smart binge set top
boxes are the only way for customers to access netflix the
android streaming device provides ott packages in
addition to live tv channels teleparty is a browser
extension for watching tv remotely with friends e g for
movie nights with that long distance special someone it
synchronizes video playback and adds group chat to your
favorite streaming sites join over 20 million people and
use teleparty to link up with friends and host long distance
movie nights and tv watch parties today as of mar 1 2024
version 4 5 9 of teleparty is up and running with support
for 6 services for free including netflix youtube disney plus
max and more premium users can also subscribe to
unlock video chat premium features like custom reactions
and 7 extra streaming services feel free to reach out to us
at team teleparty com if you have any questions or run
into any issues our typical response time is within a few
hours for those users who may be confused and are
looking for netflix party you re at the right place in version
2 0 0 of netflix party we added support for three streaming
services with many more on the way as part of this
update we renamed netflix party to teleparty version 4 5 9
changes fix for new disney layout version 4 5 8 changes
quality improvements for netflix peacock amazon prime
video sling and youtube improves gifs in chat sidebar
version 4 5 7 changes fixes for hulu and plutotv and
amazon prime video s new ad based plan this month we
re adding 1 new premium service viki version 4 5 6
changes this month we re adding 2 new premium
services philo and fubo quality improvements to fullscreen
mode tubi s sidebar and disney ad synchronization
version 4 5 5 changes fix joining issues on select services
version 4 5 4 changes this month we re adding 2 new
services disney mena free and sling tv premium quality
improvements to disney parties version 4 5 3 changes
this month we re adding 3 new premium services mubi
stan and crave fixes for apple tv and paramount parties
version 4 5 1 changes fixes for crunchyroll parties with
ads version 4 5 0 changes tubi and plutotv parties as free
services jiocinema parties for free users fixes for netflix
and hbo max version 4 4 7 changes fixed issues where
some users could not log in or sync because of
overloaded servers version 4 4 5 changes add forgot
password login page and fixes a few typos added
premium support for apple tv version 4 4 3 changes hbo
max and paramount parties fixes ad synchronization on
ad based plans crunchyroll parties fixes playback
unclickable video issue experienced by some users
version 4 4 2 changes improvements to max and
paramount parties version 4 4 1 changes fix breaking
change that caused users to be unable to join amazon
and hulu parties version 4 4 0 changes added premium
support for funimation fixes for max and paramount
version 4 3 0 changes added premium support for hotstar
and star add max support in the us free version 4 2 1
changes peacock tv improvements fix amazon prime
video links in popup version 4 2 0 changes peacock
parties and quality improvements added premium support
for peacock fix bug where paramount parties would not
work for some titles fix synchronization issues on disney
version 4 1 0 changes upgrade your parties with video
and voice chat premium video voice chat support for the
extension youtube paramount bug fixes version 4 0 3
changes added free support for youtube tv crunchyroll
fixes version 4 0 2 changes hbo improvements fix
confusing wording on select a video screen in extension
popup fix bug where changing your premium reactions
would log a message in chat version 4 0 1 changes
launching teleparty premium added teleparty premium
support for paramount crunchyroll and espn show off with
premium badges customize your reactions and
personalize your chat experience save 43 when you sign
up this month version 3 9 7 changes added support for
netflix basic with ads plans version 3 9 6 changes netflix
improvements disconnection notifications version 3 9 5
changes hulu seeking synchronization improvements fix
for breaking hulu buffering bug on hulu ad based plans fix
bug on netflix where some users could not automatically
join parties version 3 9 4 changes hulu fix for video restart
issues for users on ad based plans version 3 9 3 changes
youtube join improvements hbo update version 3 9 2
changes youtube sidebar improvements hbo max
disconnect fix version 3 9 1 changes hbo next episode
improvements youtube full screen bugfix reduced
extension download size version 3 9 0 changes new
streaming service youtube support hbo fix for breaking
changes from hbo max s new layout version 3 7 0
changes airpod sync improvements so you can take your
airpods off and stay in sync automatically rejoin your
party when you run into errors add supported services to
teleparty popup when you click on the tp icon amazon
prime video id improvements hbo max chat formatting
fixes hbo max fix to autoplay when you navigate to a next
episode hulu sidebar stays closed when you play pause
with the chat off hulu full screen formatting fix version 3 6
3 changes fix for stranger things recap bug on netflix
version 3 6 2 changes fix unexpected error bug that crash
teleparties on old chrome versions v91 or lower
improvements to hbo max and amazon prime video
reconnections version 3 6 1 changes we re going through
each of our streaming services to fix any synchronization
bugs quality issues this week the focus is hulu fix
jumpiness when seeking on hulu keep user in session on
hulu on mini player view fix bug where gifs disappear in
full screen on hulu fix bug where hulu overlay shows up in
the middle of video auto reconnect if you fail to switch
episodes in a multi episode party sync quality
improvements for users with firewalls on chrome fix chat
bug where reaction container disappears when user icon
is changed please email us at team teleparty com if you
have any suggestions for improvements to teleparty
version 3 6 0 changes share gifs from your movie tv show
by default interactive chat messages that you can hover
over hbo max fix for multi episode parties sync quality
improvements for users with firewalls version 3 5 2
changes wysiwyg what you see is what you get emojis in
input chat container increased max message length to
1500 characters fix uppercase gif icon bug from v3 5 0
believe to cause corrupted extension version 3 5 1
changes fix for small subset of users unable to start join
parties added licenses version 3 5 0 changes teleparty
now supports reactions emojis and gifs implemented gifs
implemented video reactions chat formatting
improvements close netflix tabs automatically when you
run into a too many tabs error joining a party hbo max
improvements version 3 4 0 changes at long last teleparty
now has support for emojis more fun chat features
coming soon adds an emoji picker to teleparty chat
formatting improvements version 3 3 2 changes fixed
teleparty long party synchronization on netflix across
multiple episodes improved teleparty overlay
transparency adjusted teleparty overlay on chrome to
only be visible in active parties added unread message
counts to teleparty overlay version 3 3 1 changes hide the
teleparty video overlay on hulu version 3 3 0 changes hbo
max improvements move skip button from behind the
chat on hbo max fix bug where video plays after skip
button is pressed on hbo max fix bug where video isn t
synchronized across hbo max w without ads slight
improvements to hbo max synchronization fix bug on hbo
max where extension clicks the trailer button instead of
the play button chat interface improvements enable the
teleparty video overlay to create parties for users on
chrome version 3 2 6 changes fix for chat and cursor
issues on netflix version 3 2 5 changes updated internal
packages fix for hbo max language selection bug where
users could not change their language settings for hbo
videos on teleparty version 3 2 4 changes fix for netflix
play pause synchronization improvements to user icon
selector version 3 2 3 changes quality improvements for
netflix added support for teleparties on ad based hbo max
plans version 3 2 2 changes bug fixes and quality
improvements bug fix for starting joining parties on hbo
max on ad free plan version 3 2 3 2 1 changes increased
idle activity timeouts bug fixes and quality improvements
version 3 1 6 changes bug fixes and quality
improvements version 3 1 5 changes fix for netflix double
next episode bug fix for hbo max full screen issues
increased idle timeout to 45 minutes added mobile launch
promotion to top of chat sidebar version 3 1 4 changes
bug fixes and quality improvements fix for hbo fullscreen
issues version 3 1 3 2 changes adds auto join feature to
all supported streaming services fixes bug where parties
would join on hbo max profile page instead of video
player fixes chat issues related to new netflix video player
layout fixes netflix experimental video player next episode
issues version 3 1 2 changes users who opt in to extra
permissions can conveniently join parties without clicking
the browser extension icon version 3 1 1 changes hbo
max bug fixes typing indicator improvements idle tab fixes
versions 3 0 5 3 1 numerous quality improvements and
fixes improved sync quality on netflix support for
experimental netflix player playback rate improvements
on netflix fix for an issue where extension icons would be
different after reconnecting version 3 0 2 changes added
support for amazon prime video new feature for massive
parties with 10000s of viewers update 2 2 version 3 0 1
changes fix video playback issues for hbo max new
feature for massive parties with 10000s of viewers update
1 2 version 2 0 5 changes typing fix for disney version 2 0
3 4 changes new holiday icons for christmas winter
holidays version 2 0 2 changes adding 50 new servers for
christmas winter holidays fix for new hbo max video
layout quality improvements for netflix hulu version 2 0 1
changes fixes for the teleparty update fix for netflix video
player experiments breaking chat sidebar for a small
subset of users fix disney for international users fix hulu
sync issues when typing version 2 0 0 changes added 3
new services disney hulu and hbo long parties for binge
watching consecutive episodes in sync ad sync for
watching along with friends with hulu ads works for hbo
max hbo now viewers works for hulu ad based ad free
viewersthe rs 649 plan is a kind of family plan wherein the
account can be accessed on four screens simultaneously
all content can be streamed in ultra hd 4k moreover users
can enjoy netflix spatial audio support with the premium
plan along with the ability to download movies and tv
shows on six devices at a time the annual subscription
cost for the plan is rs 7 788 you can upgrade or
downgrade your netflix subscription plan anytime
according to your budget netflix isn t strict in terms of
subscription plans you don t have to follow any strict
commitments by the online streaming platform that
means streaming your favourite movies without any
problem
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